IMPORTANT LOCATION & APPLICATION INFORMATION FOR OUTDOOR FIREPLACES & FIRE TABLES

*Please refer to installation manual for complete details on installing your Outdoor Fireplace.

Example One

An enclosure with walls on all sides, but at least one regular door sized permanent opening at ground level and no overhead cover.

Fully open overhead

Four walls enclosed

Minimum Fixed regular door sized opening at ground level

Example Two “A”

Within a partial enclosure which includes an overhead cover and no more than two solid walls.

One open wall = 25% of total

Two SOLID walls

Fully covered overhead

Two opposite walls FULLY open creating 50% of four walls totally open sides
Example Two “B”

Within a partial enclosure which includes an overhead cover and no more than two solid walls.

Fully covered overhead

One open wall = 25% of total

Two side by side walls FULLY open creating 50% of four walls totally open sides

Example Three

Within a partial enclosure which includes any overhead cover and more than two walls All of the following must apply:

- At least 25% of the total wall area is completely open, and
- at least 30% of the remaining wall area is open and unrestricted

Rear wall closed

Overhead enclosure. Closed

Only one fully open wall = 25% of total

At least 30% of remaining wall area open and unrestricted

Note: This is not an “either or” situation. It is all of the above.